
A highly appealing Series 1 roadster in Opalescent Dark Green and having just undergone 
extensive Eagle upgrading.

An exceptional rust free Californian E-Type, with just 17,400 miles when imported to the UK in 
1991, this car was bare-metal restored upon its repatriation with a cavity wax treatment main-
taining the bodywork in perfect condition.

The engine and all mechanicals were stripped and were discovered to be in perfect order, 
before an expert rebuild with all components thoroughly examined, cleaned and finished to a 
better standard than when new.

We’ve known this car for a number of years and upgraded it to our hugely capable GT specifi-
cation for the previous owner, who has since decided to commission a full Eagle E-Type resto-
ration. Now back with us for sale we took the opportunity to round the specification up with 
a number of our desirable Sport and SuperSport options.

With the engine and gearbox out for these works, it seemed only right to go through both 
and fully rebuild to our Eagle standard too. As you can see from the specification list below, 
this is now a comprehensively Eagle Engineered E-Type and is ready for enjoyment this 
summer.

The history is well documented since the restoration and every MOT is present which con-
firms the mileage today of just 34,825 miles from new. It has been rebuilt as right hand drive 
but can very easily be converted back to left if desired.

Eagle GT ‘Plus’ Specification

Fresh Eagle Engine and Gearbox rebuild

Corrosion-free Californian car

Stunningly restored in the UK

34,825 miles from new

Beautiful colour combination

FFull UK history

Can be easily returned to left-drive if desired

Every Jaguar E-Type supplied by Eagle can be easily 
converted to left or right hand drive as desired. 

The specification may also be further tailored to precisely 
match your requirements and planned use.

1966 JAGUAR E-TYPE SERIES 1 4.2 ROADSTER £385,000
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